Chapter 1

Tools
 Sawing
 Filing
 Sanding
 Vice & clamp
 Pliers
 Wire cutters
 Hammers
 Stamps
 Forming / pounding
 Doming
 Chasing / repousse
 Mandrels
 Buffing
 Torches
 Soldering tray
 Flex shaft tool
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Sawing

Jewelers Saw
Saw Blades

Jewelers Saw: Definition:
Adjustable frame used for holding
saw blades when cutting metal.

Saw Blades: Definition: Thin
flexible metal pieces with teeth that
are used for cutting metal.

NOTE***
Saw blade
teeth
should be
angled
DOWN.

Wax Crayon:
Rubbing wax on the
saw blade reduces
friction during sawing
and makes sawing
easier.

Clamp & V-Board
V-Board: Definition: Piece of
wood with a “V” cut into one end that
is clamped to the table upon which you
saw your projects.

Clamp: Definition: Device
typically used to hold wood or metal
pieces tight.
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Filing
Large files

Needle files
Files are located in the rolling cart
by the buffing machine.
Files
 Files are steel tools with a rough, ridged surface
used for smoothing or grinding something
down.
 Large Files-Used to roughly shape metal after it
has been cut out. There are flat and half round
files.
 Needle Files-Small files used to shaping small
areas of a project.
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Sanding

 Definition: Sand paper is a strong paper with
sand glued to on one side used for
smoothing.
 The smaller the numbers the rougher the
sand paper; larger the number is smoother
sand paper.
 220=Roughest
600=smoothest
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Vise & Clamp

Table Vise: Mechanical devise attached to
the table used for holding pieces tightly
when they are being worked.
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Clamp: Devise typically used to
hold the V-boards, other work or
metal tight to the table.

Pliers
Definition: A hand tool used for holding objects tightly or bending wire or similar
material. Pliers are designed for specific purposes and vary in shape and structure
depending on their intended function or purpose.
Below are the pliers and wire cutters that are available for jewelry purposes and
their proper function.

Description/ Function

Name
Slip Joint
Needle Nose
Bent Needle Nose
Flat Nose
Round Nose

Most common type of pliers overall. Used for medium to
large everyday jobs. Jaws are blunt ended.
Best jewelry pliers. Comes in many sizes from very small to
medium. Jaws are long and come to a point.
Same as needle nosed pliers but the end is slightly bent.
Pliers that have jaws that are squared and flat.
Hammer with a ball on one end and a semi-flat end surface on
the other. Planishing is the technique of smoothing the surface
of metal by gently striking it between the hammer and another
surface.
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Needle Nose
Pliers

Slip – Joint
Pliers

Flat Nosed
Pliers

Small Needle
Nose Pliers

Round Nosed
Pliers
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Wire Cutters
Definition: A hand tool used for cutting wire or similar material. Wire cutters are
designed for specific purposes and vary in shape and structure depending on their
intended function or purpose.
Below are the wire cutters that are available for jewelry purposes and their proper
function.

Description/ Function

Name
Compound End
Cutter

Diagonal Cutter

Large heavy-duty wire cutter used for cutting the 12awg wire.
Cutting mechanism is at the end of the tool and has multiple
pivots for strength. Does not cut thin wire, only the thickest
wire.
Medium and small duty wire cutters designed to cut the
thinner gauge wires. The cutting jaws are set at diagonal
planes to each other. Creates a pinched end to the wire.

Compound
End Cutter

Diagonal
Wire Cutters
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Hammers
Definition: Hand tools used for pounding and forming. Hammers are designed for
specific purposes that vary in shape and structure depending on their intended function or
purpose.
Below are the hammers that are available for jewelry purposes and their proper
function.

Description/ Function

Name
Claw Hammer
Ball Peen Hammer
Brass Ball Peen
Hammer
Riveting Hammer

Planishing
Hammer
Leather Mallet

Used for pounding and pulling nails. Also used for heavy
hammering, letter stamping, and doming.
Hammer with one flat end and one rounded end. Used for
light metal forming. The rounded or “peen” end can be used
for texturing metal.
Same as a ball-peen hammer but made from brass.
Hammer with one flat end and one wedge end. Used for
mushrooming the head of a rivet. The wedge side can be
used for light metal forming and finishing the head of a rivet.
Hammer with a ball on one end and a semi-flat end surface on
the other. Planishing is the technique of smoothing the
surface of metal by gently striking it between the hammer and
another hard surface.
Hammer made of thick rolled leather. Used to form metal
with out marring or scratching its surface.
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Ball Peen
Hammers
Leather Mallets

Riveting Hammer
Claw
Hammers

Brass Ball
Peen Hammer

Planishing Hammer
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Stamping
Definition: Stamping is the technique of impressing shapes and
textures into the metal by using stamps or punches.

Claw Hammer: Used for
heavy duty pounding
such as stamping.

Stamps (letters & numbers):
Used for adding words and
number accents to pieces.

Steel Block: Used for
flattening, riveting and
stamping.
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Forming/Pounding
Use these items when you need to do any heavy pounding or hammering.

Wooden stump: Used
for heavy pounding or
hammering.

Steel Block: Used for
flattening, riveting and
stamping.

Anvil: A steel block on
which metal is hammered
or shaped.
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Doming
Definition: Doming is the process of forming metal into half sphere
shapes by hammering the metal into a metal block with special
punches.

Doming Block: A
precision made steel
block with multiple
half sphere indents.

Doming Punches: Precision
punches that fit perfectly into
the indents of the doming
block.
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Chasing & Repousse
Definitions: Repousse (French for “to push out”) describes forming
contours in sheet metal with punches on the reverse side of the
metal.
Chasing refers to pressing details (lines, dots, textures) into the
front of a design with small shaped punches.
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Mandrels
Definition: Metal bars around which metal can be shaped.

Ring Mandrel: A cylindrical
rod used for truing (rounding)
and shaping rings.

Finger sizers:
Used to get
accurate sizes
of fingers.
Bracelet Mandrel: Large
cylindrical rod used for shaping
bracelets.
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Buffing/Polishing
 Buffing /Polishing: Buffing is the final
step in the finishing process. Buffing
creates a very shiny highly polished
mirror finish.

 Buffing Machine: Machine used for
creating shinny surfaces on metal.
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Torches
Definition: Devise that uses compressed gas to create a
extreme high heat.

 Safety, Safety, Safety, Always be safe using the
torches.
 If you need assistance please ask. Do not use
the torches unless I have previously shown you
how to properly use them.

Single-tank
torch

Double -tank
torch
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Soldering Tray

 Soldering Tray: An area with various
charcoal block and ceramic chunks that
both withstand high heat used in the
soldering process.
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Flex Shaft Speed Tool
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Tips
Small
Screwdriver

Heavy
Duty
Grinding

(For changing tips)

Wood Saw
Metal Tips
Smooth
(Pink tips)

Med.
Smooth

Buffing

(Blue tips)

Med.
Rough

Wood
Sanding

(Brown tips)

Rough
(White tips)
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1

Inserting Speed Tips
2
1. Use geared chuck to
open the drill.
2. Insert tip in center.

3. Use chuck to close
and tighten drill.

3
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Operation
1. Power switch in on motor. Shut off after each use.
2. Use foot pedal to vary the speed.
3. Use only light pressure. Increased pressure wears out
the motor, rotating shaft and the speed tips.
4. Debris flies at high speeds; wear safety glasses.
5. Keep the flexible shaft as straight as possible.
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